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After his successful rendering of Jimi Hendrix, Giovanni Falzone resumes his explorations 

in the world of rock and presents a rich and striking interpretation of the legendary Led 

Zeppelin in a long Suite, intertwining, re-reading, transforming and remixing the first four 

albums of the glorious band  with members Jimmy Page, Robert Plant,  Paul Jones and 

John Bonham.



The new compositions get their constructive elements from the famous Zeppelin and mix 

them into a patchwork of brilliant arrangements for orchestra, solo sections and original 

riffs.

A sonorous box containing the flexibility of jazz mixed with the extrovert language of rock, 

this project was premiered in April 2012 by Musicamorfosi during the 9th edition of Lampi 

and it continued with more performances during the summer season receiving enthusiastic 

feedback from the audiences and excellent reviews from music critics.

 



If interpreting Jimi Hendrix with a trumpet could be 

seen as a fascinating and foolish act, now Giovanni 

Falzone, one of the most talented Italian trumpet 

player, even challanges the Led Zeppelin (though in 

good company of a flute, trumpet, guitar, bassand 

drums). (...)

A composition that mixes the first four albums of the 

band that invented the hard rock: “Good TIme, Bad 

TImes”, Whole Lotta Love, Heart Breaker, Immigrant 

Song and, of course “Stairway to Heaven, dress up 

in jazz and shine.)

The Sicilian trumpet player is building up a remark-

able  survey of the music of the 60’s and 70’s (...)

The heroes in his background education, for whom 

Falzonepursues unusual and demanding interpreta-

tions. Who ever would have thought of resuming the 

repertory of the first four albums recorded by the 

Led Zeppelin and hand it over from the classic rock 

group to a ten-instrument band, numbering the flute 

and the basson among the others? 

That’s even far away from any jazz tradition, but Fal-

zone got us used to his sound “disguises”, where the 

music of the hero “on call” takes turn with works by 

Falzone himself.

And this is what happens also this time with the 

British band when Falzone resumes such songs as 

Whole Lotta Love, Good Time, Bad Times, Black 

Dog, to end with Stairway to Heaven.

 (Claudio Sessa)

REPUBBLICA

CORRIERE DELLA SERA
Unlike his previous works focused on rock, this time 

Falzone has chosen to rely on a quite big  band (...) 

so as to be able to draw on a wide-range palette and 

extend the music emotional shades well beyond the 

predictable intents of any Zeppelin ...

As a matter of fact, the suite shows, both in its struc-

ture and in its orchestral sound, a contemporary set-

ting. (...)

Very strong it’s the emphasis on orchestration.

Another unusual feature: the great importance given 

to an instrument which has just about no tradition in 

jazz, the bassoon. The bassoon is often used to con-

nect the different theme cues of each frame, which 

combined to the electronic effects result in a rather 

estranging feedbacks The flute and the trumpet, on 

the contrary, moved the

sound landscape towards the great European “avant” 

orchestras (ONJ and Italian Instabile on top), while the 

two trombones and the saxophone worked more on 

the jazz canons. The whole, backed up on a solid rock 

ground (the core guitar - bass - drums) which as often 

as not turned to funk, 

unveiled the black sound that - in the original Led Zep-

pelin - was kept well undercover. As a matter of fact, 

this “LED Zeppelin Suite” is an important and remark-

able work leading to  multilayered understandings.

On the one hand, the more enjoyable and direct un-

derstandingwhich picks on the new performances of 

tunes that have left their mark on the history of rock. 

On the other, the more mindful and conscious one, 

able to pick on the the very many clues scattered 

hither and thither in the score.

(Paolo Peviani)

ALL ABOUT JAZZ“
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Frame I 
- Dark Ouverture (G. Falzone, from a theme fragment of “Good Times, Bad Times”)
- Good Times, Bad Times 
- Migrant Ballade (G. Falzone from “Babe I’m Gonna Leave You”) 

Frame II 
- Rebound (G. Falzone from “Whole Lotta Love”) 
- Whola Lotta Love 
- Heart Breaker/Moby Dick 

Frame III 
- Elegia (G. Falzone da Immigrant Song)
- Friends
- Choral Interlude (G. Falzone)
- Psychedelic Dance (G. Falzone)

Frame IV 
- Abstraction (G. Falzone da Black Dog)
- Black Dog
- Stairway To Haven
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